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Subject: Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I make the following submission on selected options for discussion in the Plan Melbourne Refresh 
Discussion Paper with specific reference to the suburb of Beaumaris.  

Beaumaris lies at the southern end of the Bayside City municipality and has long been distinguished 
and valued for its vegetation character with the large majority of the suburb covered by a Vegetation 
Protection Overlay (VPO) and a small pocket covered by a Significant Landscape Overlay. 

I and fellow members of the Beaumaris Conservation Society Inc. have made numerous submissions 
over many years to State government and Bayside City Council planning strategies, policies and 
planning scheme amendments. These submissions have consistently emphasised the importance of 
recognising the documented landscape character of Beaumaris and the need for suitable planning 
strategies, policy and controls to ensure the relentless push for development respects this character.  

Unfortunately the VPO and other planning policy have proved largely ineffective in ensuring the 
preferred vegetation character is respected and even enhanced from new development. While 
Beaumaris residents have consistently expressed how strongly they value vegetation character the 
current planning scheme is ineffectual in protecting this character from the current pattern of 
medium density development and large single dwellings. The current planning scheme skews the 
pattern of development in favour of excessively large built form rather than ensuring the built form 
leaves sufficient space around dwellings so they can contribute to rather than crowd out landscape 
character. 

36 Increase established area housing supply by one or more of: 

36A Establishing a 70/30 target where established areas provide 70 per cent of Melbourne’s new 
housing supply and greenfield growth areas provide 30 per cent.  

36B Investigate a mechanism to manage the sequence and density of the remaining Precinct 
Structure Plans based on land supply needs. 

36C Focus metropolitan planning on unlocking housing supply in established areas, particularly 
within areas specifically targeted for growth and intensification. 

36D Identify planning tools and reforms to boost established area housing supply. 

 

37 Better define and communicate Melbourne’s housing needs by either: 

37A Setting housing targets for metropolitan Melbourne and each sub-region relating to housing 
diversity, supply and affordability. 

OR 

37B Developing a metropolitan Housing Strategy that includes a Housing Plan which: 

 • Identifies preferred housing outcomes (rather than targets) 

 • Specifies key Victorian and local government actions 

 • Includes preferred housing scenarios for sub-regions and defined locations. 
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I do not support establishing a housing supply target which can override the provision of housing 
outcomes that meet changes in demographics and protection of valued local character. The four 
options provided are focussed on putting pressure on established areas and expediting growth in 
areas where residents have justifiably sought protection from excessive pressure from development. 

The pressure from development has escalated since the release of the Plan Melbourne Refresh 
Discussion Paper. There have been numerous media stories that have sought to denigrate the 
residents and protection of established suburbs. These stories suggest changes are needed at a State 
or Federal policy level and have included the claim that older residents are locking away backyards 
and housing from young families, that family home should be included in the pension test and claims 
that the 50’s and 60’s brick veneer houses on single blocks are on borrowed time and should make 
for new housing.  

It would seem that the Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper has given housing industry vested 
interests the excuse to run a negative campaign against the legitimacy of residing and seeking to 
protect the established suburbs. People living in established suburbs have a legitimate claim to 
protect their sense of place and livability. The planning direction for Melbourne should recognise that 
established suburbs represent a planning constraint rather than a planning hindrance.  

The Bayside City Council and residents have spent considerable funds and time developing a local 
Housing Strategy, zoning and planning controls to meet housing supply State forecasts. This strategy 
included identifying areas for growth and intensification.  

A metropolitan plan is sensible to ensure State directions and requirements are articulated on a 
coordinated State basis. However, this plan should not significantly override the capability of local 
Councils to assess and decide the appropriate areas for housing growth and protection of character 
at a local level. The metropolitan plan needs to incorporate the Housing Strategies and preferred 
housing outcomes developed at a local level.  

38 Introduce a policy statement in Plan Melbourne 2016: 

 • To support population and housing growth in defined locations 

 • That acknowledges that some areas within defined locations will require planning 
protection based on their valued character. 

39 Clarify the direction to ‘protect the suburbs’. 

I support the introduction of the above policy statement to provide certainty and clarity about what 
areas are identified for growth and which are protected for valued character. Critical to these 
statements is the clarification of the direction to ‘protect the suburbs’.  

In the context of Beaumaris there is clearly identified valued character provided from vegetation. 
Unfortunately the planning scheme protections for this character is largely contained in State 
Planning Policy, the Municipal Strategic Statement and local planning policies with inadequate 
protection provided from planning controls. Such required controls include providing adequate 
setback and mandated areas of open space around single and medium density developments to 
protect and enhance valued vegetation character.  

Statements and directions that acknowledge the protection of suburbs with areas of valued character 
are welcome but ineffective if the State does not empower Councils to implement controls that 
achieves the desired protection of character.  



 

 

40 Clarify the action to apply the Neighbourhood Residential Zone to at least 50 per cent of 
residential land by: 

40A Deleting the action and replacing it with a direction that clarifies how the residential zones 
should be applied to respect valued character and deliver housing diversity. 

OR 

40B Retain at least 50 per cent as a guide but expand the criteria to be applied in variations 
between municipalities. 

I support Option 40A that allows Councils to apply residential zones which are informed by their 
Housing Strategy and detailed identification and evaluation of areas with valued character. Applying a 
set target may lead to under or over application of zones without appropriate consideration of 
variations that should apply across suburbs and municipalities.  

Conclusion 

The options detailed in the Paper to provide direction on the implementation of the residential zones 
and the recognition of areas of valued character is supported. A critical and long outstanding issue for 
a suburb like Beaumaris that has identified and highly valued character is the lack of support 
provided at a State government level to implement effective controls to protect and enhance valued 
character. Residents of established suburbs will continue to resist development that is skewed 
towards maximising built form while paying scant response and respect to valued character. 

Thank-you for the opportunity to comment on the Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

 

Chris Sutton 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 




